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RESEARCH BACKGROUN D
Exam ple:  when user want to figure out one specific 
instructional cooking step:

- Foodst uf fs are om it t ed in some instructional steps.
- difficult to understand.

- However, those omitted entities in text descriptions are 
sometimes shown in the at t ached im ages.

If we want to supplem ent  food in t ext , we need to 
recognize food in instructional images.
- Therefore, we need to recognize food in instructional 

images.

- In recent years, 
user-submitted 
recipe sites have 
become popular.

- Recipes with 
text-image paired 
instructions.

- Recipe website: 
Haodou

Recipe Dataset Statistics (up to now)
- #Recipes: 398,597
- #Ingredient Classes: 35,319
- #Instructions (text and image): 3,745,544

CON CLUSION
- Cont r ibut ions:
1. We construct a recipe dataset which cont ains bot h inst ruct ional t ext  and im age dat a.
2. We develop a recognition method for ingredient s whose appearance changes with the 

cooking progress

- Future work 
- Since We only focused on the single-label recognition in this 

work, experiments with multi-label data is also an important 
remaining issue for future work.

- #Ingredient classes used in this experiments: 20
- high frequencies of occurrence
- #Images of 20 classes: 35,401

- We compute the relative position of the steps in the 
whole recipe
- E.g., Step No.4 out of 15 steps: 0.267

- Images are divided into 3 subsets 
according to their relative positions in 
recipes.

- Basic image recognition method:
- Good for entities like tools ?  applying to tool 

recognition
- Difficult for ingredient (ingredient shapes are 

changing as being cooked) ?  need adjusting

- Images located in different positions in the 
cooking procedure of the same ingredient may 
be very different.

STAGE-AWARE IN GREDIEN T RECOGN ITION  M ETHOD

 Image Classification

 Stage-Aware Ingredient Recognition

- Stage-Aware Recipe Image Recognition For Food Changing in Appearance
- Overview of the baseline method and proposed methods:
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